
Very easy 
to install

The UAP self adhesive front door numbers are 3 inches in height, and are designed in the classic Times 
Roman font. They are extremely easy to fit, with no skill or tools required to attach the front door number to 
the door. Each front door number is secured to the door using an industrial closed cell tape, which once set 
is extremely strong. The front door number will not fall off once attached, but it can be can be removed if 

necessary using a Stanley knife. As no screws are used to secure the door number, if the front door number 
is removed, there will be no damage to the door! The self adhesive tape is also watertight, stopping water 

getting behind the number to prevent rusting. The door numbers can also be fitted to any door or wall 
surface!

3 INCH SELF ADHESIVE NUMERALS

Fits to any surface

Can be removed if 
necessary with no demage to 
the door

Make no markings 
on the door as there 
are no screws

Super strong waterproof 
adhesive covering stops water 
getting behind the digit to 
prevent rusting

Highly industrial
closed cell foam tape

TimberNan Ya
 Composite
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Features Include:
1 Hour Fire Rated
Classic Times Roman font
Self adhesive fixing means there are no markings on the door caused by screws
Extra strong industrial closed cell foam tape used to secure number to the door
The super strong waterproof covering stops water getting behind the number and prevents rusting
Door number can be removed if necessary with no damage to the door
Can be fitted to any wall or surface

3 INCH SELF ADHESIVE NUMERALS
Finish Numbers 0-9 Letters A-C Letters D-F Material Construction Guarantee

Gold Anodised 0-9TRGAC A-CTRGAC D-HTRGAC Aluminium 10 Years Colour Fast
Silver Anodised 0-9TRSAC A-CTRSAC D-HTRSAC Aluminium 10 Years Colour Fast

PVD Gold 0-9TRPVDGSA-NANOCOAST A-CTRPVDGSA-NANOCOAST n.a. Stainless Steel LIFETIME
Mirror Polished 0-9TRMPSSSA-NANOCOAST A-CTRMPSSSA-NANOCOAST n.a. Stainless Steel LIFETIME
Satin Stainless 0-9TRSSSSA-NANOCOAST A-CTRSSSSA-NANOCOAST n.a. Stainless Steel LIFETIME
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